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Are you looking for a perfect way to cook turkey and chicken?To grill the perfect steak and
burgers?And even the best summer fruit salads and ice creams?If so, then this cookbook and
griddle is for you.Looking to grill some turkey or chicken? The Blackstone Outdoor Gas Griddle
is designed to be the perfect outdoor cooking accessory for your special occasion. It can
significantly decrease your grilling time by up to 50%. Now you can grill perfect turkey on your
Blackstone on the weekend using the incredibly delicious recipes in this book.

"Surviving child rearing and cooking for ourselves during the whole process is daunting at best.
Brava, Aurora, for helping exhausted mothers get the nourishment they need." �James Peterson,
award-winning food writer, culinary instructor and cookbook author"I’m recommending this
cookbook to every pregnant and nursing patient of mine. This cookbook is a great resource
and guide for new mothers." �Eunice Sanchez-Mata, MD, former president, San Diego American
Heart Association"As a pediatrician and expecting mother, The Ultimate New Mom's Cookbook
has been a godsend for healthy, flavorful and easy recipes. I would recommend this as a staple
cookbook for all families." �Michelle Vazquez, MD"Aurora’s beautiful book takes the stress out of
planning and cooking meals that will be delicious, healthy, nutritious and time-saving.” �Tessa
Harvard Taylor, author of Dinners in a Dash--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.About the AuthorAurora Satler graduated from the Institute of Culinary Education and
previously owned her own catering company in New York City. She spent five years as the
creative director of Many Kitchens, and she styled their cookbook, Recipes from Many
Kitchens. She lives in New York City with her husband and two young children.Allison
Childress, PhD, RDN, LD, is an assistant professor at Texas Tech University and chief clinical
dietitian at the Nutrition and Metabolic Health Institute. She is a licensed dietitian and
specializes in pediatric nutrition and women’s health. She lives in Lubbock, Texas with her
husband and three children.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Blackstone Griddle Cookbook100+ Quick and Easy Mouth-Watering Recipes on a Budget to
Grill Perfect Turkey and ChickenFifi SimonCopyright © 2021 - All rights reservedThe content
contained within this book may not be reproduced, duplicated, or transmitted without direct
written permission from the author or the publisher.Under no circumstances will any blame or
legal responsibility be held against the publisher, or author, for any damages, reparation, or
monetary loss due to the information contained within thisbook. Either directly or
indirectlyLegal Notice:This book is copyright protected. This book is only for personal use. You
cannot amend, distribute, sell, use, quote, or paraphrase any part, or the content within this
book, without the consent of the author or publisher.Disclaimer Notice:Please note the
information contained within this document is for educational and entertainment purposes only.
All effort has been executed to present accurate, up-to-date, and reliable, complete
information. No warranties of any kind are declared or implied. Readers acknowledge that the
author is not engaging in the rendering of legal, financial, medical, or professional advice. The
content within this book has been derived from various sources. Please consult a licensed
professional before attempting any techniques outlined in this book.By reading this document,
the reader agrees that under no circumstances is the author responsible for any losses, direct
or indirect, which are incurred as a result of the use of the information contained within this
document, including, but not limited to, errors, omissions, or inaccuracies.TABLE OF
CONTENTSIntroductionwhat is Blackstone?BlC�0kstonCP Grill FCT0turCW5F—�0 A�æ@ TricksprCW�0rC�F–öâÀ
C�æ@ how to storCP it?whC�@ kind of blC�0kstonCP covCW#ô6†–0kCVå�orto chickCVà stuffCV@
C���Ä5sChickCVà brCT0st with C�ÆÖöæG0 C�æ@ gingCW$w illCV@ chickCVà with C���Ä5s, C� ugulC�À C�æ@
C�� icots C�æ@ spCV0k brC�æG”�vocC�Fð gruyCW$5 C�æ@ pCW��5r tortillC�0 with chickCVå�oultry mCT0tbC�ÆÇ0
chCT5sCT6†–0kCVà stCWp with cC�'&÷G0 C�æ@ potC�Fô5sChickCVà roulC�D5 with mushrooms C�æ@
rC�F–66†–ð chickCVà burgCW%&ô0st chickCVà with chCVFD0r chCT5sCP C�æ@ hC�¤5lnutsClub sC�æGv–6„5s
bC�6öä6†–0kCVà in winCP C�æ@ myrtlCT6†–0kCVà CVvw�Ä0nt C�æ@ swiss chCT5sCV urgCW$6Ä0ssic
sC�V45Spicy chickCVà thighs with coconut milkAVæF—d5 C�æ@ fCWD0 chickCVà sC�Ä0dFCVæä5l sCT5ds
bCT0n, bC�6öà C�æ@ chickCVà sC�Ä0dGrillCV@ chickCVà hCW&'46†–0kCVà thighs in limCP C�æ@
bC�6öä6†–0kCVà thighs with orC�æt5 C�æ@ spicCW4w illCV@ chickCVà with orC�æt5 C�æ@ C�`ocC�Fô6†–0
pinCP nutsGrillCV@ pinCT0pplCP chickCVå�–æ° grC��5fruit chickCVà lCVw0 with limCP C�æ@ honCW”6†–0
fCVæä5lPotC�Fô5s C�æ@ crCT0my mustC�&@ chickCVå�V×�¶–à sC�V45 C�æ@ chickCVà stuffCV@ with
chCVFD0r sC�æGv–6„5s?StCWt5d tomC�Fð chickCVà mCT0tbC�ÆÇ5&ô0st chickCVà stuffCV@ with goudC�@
wingsChickCVà stCWp with zucchini C�æ@ rCV@ onionChickCVà burgCW with zucchiniTurkCW•@urkCW•
C�`ocC�Fð C�æ@ C� ugulC�@urkCW• briCP C�æ@ spCV0kCC��5rs C�æ@ turkCW• sC�Ä0d with rC�F–66†–ô40rrots
with gingCW C�æ@ C�æ—45SC�Ä0d with cucumbCW C�æ@ turkCW• burgCW'4†öä5y soy sC�V45 C�æ@
smokCV@ chCT5sCP C�æ@ rC�p hC�Õ@urkCW• thighs with turmCW ic C�æ@ mustC�&E@urkCW• C�æ@
hCW& sC�V45TurkCW• thighs with olivCW0 C�æ@ mintTurkCW• brCT0st in citrus C�æ@ rhubC�& sC�V45T
gingCW C�æ@ pC�'6Ä5yTurkCW• stCWp with winCP C�æ@ thymCT6öæ6ÇW6–öä–çG&öGV7F–öåF†—0
blC�0kstonCP outdoor gC�0 griddlCRä÷W goC�À is to introducCP you to this gC�0 grill, how it works, how
bCW7@ out of it, C�æ@ C�ÆÀ thCP tips C�æ@ tricks for propCW usCRä�ftCW introducing you to blC�0
show you 500 dCVÆ–6–÷W0 rCV6—�5s to suit C�ÆÀ tC�7D5s, from brCT0kfC�7@ to fish, from mCT0t to vCVt5tC� 
wCP stC� t CW‡�Ä0ining its prC�7F–40l C���Æ–40tion, wCP wC�ç@ you to know whC�@ blC�0kstonCP outdoor
grill thC�@ will C�ÆÆðw you to cook in C� "rCW7D0urC�ç@ stylCR"åF„5 idCT0 of  � �C� blC�0kstonCP g
cooking outdoors is C� globC�À pC�76–öâà Who oncCP crCT0tCV@ thCP blC�0kstonCP outdoor grill, thought
bCW7@ outdoor dining CW‡�5riCVæ45s for lC�&t5 groups or fC�Ö–Æ”5s?ThCW• hC�d5 crCT0tCV@ C�à
CVæ÷ mous dimCVç6–öç0, pCW&d5ct for brCT0kfC�7BÀ lunch C�æ@ dinnCW .It is idCT0l for cooking CVvw0



chCT5sCRÀ stCT0ks, potC�Fô5s, grillCV@ food C�æ@ morCRåF„5rCP is C�Ç6ð C� bottom shCVÆ` C�æ@
prCW�0ring food.This will mC�´5 your outdoor CW‡�5riCVæ45 thCP most wondCW&gVÀ CWd5r donCRçv†�@
it's working?WCP hC�d5 C�Ç$5C�G• sC�–@ thC�@ BlC�0kstonCP is C�à CW‡D5rnC�À gC�0 grill systCVÐ thC�@
thCP blC�0kstonCP griddlCP is C�à outdoor culinC� y mC�7D5rpiCV45.This grill is simplCP to usCP C�æ@
cook in no timCRåv—F€ this gC�0 grill you will CVÆ–Ö–ä0tCP thCP hC�76Ä5 of kCW&÷45nCRÀ coC�À C�æ@
stC� t, bC�GD5ry powCW$5d opCW$0tion. A�gD5r prCW76–æp thCP button, thCP foot is rCT0dy for usCRà
from your outdoor kitchCVà C�æ@ spCVæ@ morCP timCP outdoors.ThCW45 propC�ä5 powCW$5d grills hC�d5
of C� solid piCV45 of hCT0vy, cold rollCV@ stCT5l thC�@ hCT0ts up CWd5nly C�æ@ CWd5nly.DurC� lCP
built to lC�7@ with C� blC�0k powdCW coC�D5d stCT5l frC�Ô5, stC�–æÄ5ss stCT5l burnCW'0 C�æ@ thick cold
clCT0ning C�gD5r C� mCT0l is child's plC�•.WhC�@ kind of blC�0k stonCSõF„5rCP C�$5 diffCW$5nt typCW0
commonly usCV@ C�$5:BlC�0kstonCP originC�À 36 inch 4 burnCW propC�ä5 cooktop with blC�0k front
torch 36 inch. A� gC�0 frying pC�à in clC�76–0 blC�0k is C� mC�7D5r of outdoor cooking. ChoosCP it if you wC�ç@
C� grill mC�7D5r. This grill hC�0 four indCW�5ndCVç@ tCV×�5rC�GW$5 controls C�æ@ C� hot 60,000 btu for
crowd full-fry-quC�Æ—G• stCT0ks in C� rCW7D0urC�çBÀ or toss up to 28 burgCW'0 or 72 hot dogs. AT0ch
blC�0kstonCRä—G0 mC�–à fCT0turCW0 C�$5:PowdCW coC�D5d stCT5l frC�Ô5 with commCW&6”0l cC�7D5rsConnCV7F÷'0
for CW‡G$0 prCW�0rC�F–öà spC�45Four C�F§W7D0blCP hCT0t rCVwVÄ0tors with built-in ignitCW%@op
high sidCP to hCVÇ� kCT5p food in thCP pC�åF„5 top of thCP grill is CT0sy to rCVÖðvCT&Ä0ckstonCP 3
for outdoor grilling with hood blC�0k28 inch grill stC�F–öà with cookCW hood. 613 squC�$5 inchCW0 of cooking
spC�45 with thrCT5 indCW�5ndCVçFÇ• controllCV@ cooking zonCW0.AW�V—��5d with C� pC�D5ntCV@ 48,000
tCV×�5rC�GW$5 rCVwVÄ0ting bC�ffÄ5 systCVÐ complCWD5 with C� culinC� y stylCP front trC�• trollCW• with
stC�–æÄ5ss stCT5l. IncludCW0 pC�D5ntCV@ rCT0r grCT0sCP mC�ä0gCVÔ5nt systCVÒä—G0 mC�–à fCT0turCW0
toolsCulinC� y control knobs C�æ@ hC�æFÄ5s8061612 thCP lid fits this pC�à modCVÄ�C�7• to usCT&Ä0ckstonCP
inch grill plC�D5 with hood C�æ@ C�F§W7D0blCP bC�45This king of blC�0kstonCP grill is thCP pCW&d5ct
whCWF„5r you wC�ç@ to cook in your bC�0kyC�&BÀ in C� pC� k nCW‡@ door, or C�t0y from thCP hustlCP
mC�–à fCT0turCW0 C�$5:17 inch cooking C�$5C�  267 squC�$5 inchCW45C�6–Ç• controllC� lCP cooking z
outputsinglCP stC�–æÄ5ss stCT5l h burnCW intCVprC�D5d clC�76–0 pC�–çD5d hood with orC�æt5 otg
systCV×6„5lf on onCP sidCV`oldC� lCP C�æ@ C�F§W7D0blCP four lCVp stC�æGW�D0tCV@ countr
ignitionBlC�0kstonCS# CW@ C�Âà Cooking stC�F–öà in thCP pC�åF†—0 typCP of blC�0kstonCP portC� lCP
cook C� buffCWBÀ crispy potC�Fð pC�æ40kCW0, crispy bC�6öà C�æ@ fluffy pC�æ40kCW0 C�@ thCP sC�Ô5
whCWF„5r you'rCP cooking in your bC�0kyC�&@ or in nC�GW$5, bCP surCP to tC�´5 this lightwCV–v‡BÀ vCW'40tilCP
ThC�æ·0 to its compC�7@ sizCRÀ it cC�à bCP worn to bC�&$5cuCP mCT5tings, tC�–À gCT0r, fishing, pool
fCT0turCW3¤7W7FöÐ dCW6–vä5d hood to fit blC�0kstonCP 22  3 tC� lCWF÷� griddlCP plC�D5.HCVÇ�0 to
hood kCT5ps you wC� m by kCT5ping thCP tCV×�5rC�GW$5 constC�çBä†–v€ tCV×�5rC�GW$5 rCW6—7D0nt
rCVÖðvCV@ to chC�æt5 with your prCVd5rCVæ45sFind thCP bCW7@ sizCP blC�0kstonCP pC�à for your
choicCRÀ wCP will offCW C� vC� iCWG• of blC�0kstonCP grills rC�æv–æp in sizCP from 17 inch to 36 inch
culinC� y nCT5ds.UsCP this list to find out which sizCP mC�• bCP bCW7@ for you:BC�¶–æp tC� lCS§F„5sCP
contC�–à onCP "h" burnCW for CWd5n hCT0t distribution. TC�´5 this portC� lCP grill option to thCP yC�&BÀ
cook your fC�`oritCP rCV6—�5s whCW$5vCW you go.Inch frying pC�ã  this product includCW0 two bur
cooking tCV×�5rC�GW$5s C�æ@ foldC� lCP lCVw0 to hCVÇ� you cC�' y it to vC� ious CWd5nts.Inch frying
pCW&d5ct for lC�&t5 groups. AW�V—��5d with four indCW�5ndCVçFÇ• controllC� lCP burnCW'0 C�æ@
providCW0 CW†45llCVç@ hCT0t rCWD5ntion, you cC�à crCT0tCP your CVçF—$5 mCT0l in onCP CT0sy
vC�ÇT0blCP bCVä5fits of blC�0kstonCSôÄ5t's sCT5 thCVÐ togCWF„5r:It is CT0sy to usCT6öö¶–æp vCW'40tility:
diffCW$5nt rCV6—�5s. ThC�æ·0 to C�à innovC�F—d5 fC�@ mC�ä0gCVÔ5nt systCVÒÀ clCT0ning cC�à bCP
othCW juicy mCT0t. Luckily, our flC�@ grill plC�D5 comCW0 with C� rCT0r grCT0sCP cC�F6„5r thC�@ collCV7G0
C�gD5r cooking C� brCT5zCRä—@ is pCW&d5ct for cooking mCT0t C�æ@ fists, but mC�• C�Ç6ð bCP
functions: our flC�@ grill plC�D5 is CW�V—��5d with C� hood thC�@ cC�à protCV7@ thCP pC�à from thCP
cooking procCW70. ThCP smC�ÆÀ sidCP tC� lCP C�Ç6ð sCW vCW0 C�0 C� food prCW�0rC�F–öà C�$5C�À



within CT0sy rCT0ch C�æ@ orgC�æ—¤5d.Long sCW vicCP lifCP C�æ@ CT0sy to mC�–çD0in.FC�7BÀ consistCVç@
powCW&gVÀ stC�–æÄ5ss stCT5l burnCW thC�@ gCVä5rC�D5s 12,500 btu of hCT0t to hCT0t thCP cooking
burnCW of our stC�–æÄ5ss stCT5l grC�D5 distributCW0 thCP hCT0t CWd5nly C�æ@ prCWd5nts hot or cold
your C�Gd5nturCW tC�´5s you: our compC�7@ cC�×�–æp plC�D5 hC�0 C� foldC� lCP dCW6–và thC�@ fits
dCVÆ–6–÷W0 mCT0l in thCP wild. Solid C�æ@ C�F§W7D0blCP lCVw0 CVç7W$5 stC�&–Æ—G• in C�ÆÀ
functions of blC�0kstonCT„5rCP C�$5 thCP mC�–à fCT0turCW0 C�æ@ functions of thCP blC�0kstonCP grill:ThCP
burnCW propC�ä5 gC�0 grill is C�d0ilC� lCP in C� powdCW coC�D5d stCT5l frC�Ô5. ThCP top of thCP plC�D5
stCT5l for durC�&–Æ—G• C�æ@ CWd5n hCT0t distribution.ThCP pC�à mCT0surCW0 720 squC�$5 inchCW0
72 hot dogs C�@ C� timCRà ThCP cooking surfC�45 prCWd5nts food from sticking to it.BlC�0kstonCP 3947
C�F§W7D0blCP hCT0t control. This providCW0 C� flCW†– lCP cooking surfC�45 C�æ@ cC�à kCT5p cookCV@
on thCP othCW sidCP of thCP plC�D5. ThCP burnCW'0 C�$5 mC�D5 of solid stC�–æÄ5ss stCT5l. A�FF—F–öä0lly
form C� mCW6€ thC�@ is CT0sy to cC�' y. Two of thCP cC�7D5rs C�$5 CW�V—��5d with C� foot locking mCV6„0nism
plC�45, prCWd5nting C�ÆÀ lCWd5ls of movCVÔ5nt.ThCP grill runs on propC�ä5 gC�0 C�æ@ comCW0 with
This doublCW0 thCP sC�d5ty C�æ@ guC�$0ntCT5s no lCT0kC�t5.It cC�à dCVÆ—d5r up to 60,000 btu of
includCP C�à intCVprC�D5d CVÄ5ctronic button lightCW , thus CVÆ–Ö–ä0ting thCP hustlCP C�æ@ bustlCP
ThCP ignitCW rCW�V—$5s C�0 bC�GD5riCW0 to opCW$0tCRà AT0ch burnCW cC�à dCVÆ—d5r up to 15,000
on thCP grill C�@ thCP sC�Ô5 timCP thC�æ·0 to thCP vC� iC� lCP hCT0ting powCW of thCP four burnCW'0
sCW ving dishCW0, onCP on both sidCW0 of thCP grill. A�66÷&F–æp to our choicCRÀ thCP plC�D5 trC�•
food or cutlCW y.You mC�• nCT5d to sCT0son your grill bCV`orCP using it. SCT0soning thCP plC�D5 will
CW‡�5riCVæ45 C�æ@ CVç7W$5 thCP longCWf—G• of thCP plC�D5 surfC�45.You cC�à usCP thCP grill,
TricksHCVÇ�gVÀ blC�0kstonCP tips C�æ@ tricksHCW$5 C�$5 somCP hCVÇ�gVÀ tips C�æ@ tricks
grill:TCV×�5rC�GW$5 tipsBCV`orCP going into this with rCV6—�5s, do thCP following:Turn thCP firCP up
KCT5p thCP flC�Ô5s on for 3-5 minutCW0 to improvCP hCT0t dissipC�F–öâå@urn thCP knob to obtC�–à
CW„0mplCRÀ cook pC�æ40kCW0 on C� lowCW hCT0t.RCVÔ5mbCW thC�@ thCP grill plC�D5 hCT0ts up
CWd5n if you turn off thCP propC�ä5, thCP pC�à is still cooking.A�ÆÆðw thCP pC�à to cool down C� littlCP
tipsThCP pCW&d5ctly sCT0sonCV@ pC�à is C�ÆÖ÷7@ complCWD5ly blC�0k C�æ@ non-sticky. ThCP first
importC�ç@ pC� t of gCWGF–æp thCP pCW&d5ct hob. NCW‡C° your frying pC�à dCW45rvCW0 it. WCP
viCWv–æp is C�Ô0zing! So first, you nCT5d to gCW@ your oil. WCP rCV6öÖÔ5nd thCW45:BlC�0kstonCP g
(rCV6öÖÔ5ndCVB”40nolC� oilLinsCT5d oilVCVt5tC� lCP oilShortCVæ–ætöÆ—d5 oilNow thC�@ you hC�d5
tC� lCW7�ööç0 of oil to thCP pC�à C�æ@ usCP C� dish cloth or C� hC�æFgVÀ of pC��5r towCVÇ0 to rub thCP
pC�à surfC�45 to form C� thin lC�”5r (sidCW0 C�æ@ bC�0k).IncrCT0sCP thCP tCV×�5rC�GW$5 on C�ÆÀ bur
to burn.ThCP frying pC�à will discolor. This mCT0ns thC�@ thCP oil binds to thCP mCWD0l - thC�Bw0 good!
minutCW0.WC�—@ for thCP oil to stop burning C�æ@ thCVà do it C�t0in. 2-3 tC� lCW7�ööç0 of oil, rub thCP
thin lC�”5r C�æ@ lCW@ it cC�F6€ firCRåv„5n thCP smokCP stops, do it onCP lC�7@ timCRà A�F@ oil, rub
thCP smokCP stops, turn off thCP pC�à C�æ@ lCW@ it cool down.A�Çt0ys rCVÔ5mbCW to clCT0n C�æ@
or clCT0nsCW'5v†–Ä5 it's C� myth thC�@ rCVwVÄ0r soC�� will dCW7G&ðy your spicCP lC�”5r, thCW$5's no
hC�0 C�Ç$5C�G• bCT5n cookCVBÀ givCP up thCP soC�� C�æ@ just usCP thCP wC�D5r whilCP thCP pC�à
dCWD5rgCVçG0 or ovCVà clCT0nCW'0. ThCW• will dCW7G&ðy thCP spicCP lC�”5r C�æ@ cC�à CWd5n
pungCVç@ C�gD5rtC�7D5 in thCP pC�à thC�@ cC�à ruin your nCW‡@ mCT0l.Do not usCP C�'$0sivCP scrC��5rsA�'$0sivCP
only! ThCW• scrC��5 off thCP CVçF—$5 grill plC�D5. UsCP wC�D5r C�æ@ thCP blC�0kstonCP clCT0ning
cooking C� lC�&t5 mCT0lPrCV„5C�@ thCP pC�à bCV`orCP cooking! AW7�5ciC�ÆÇ• if you'rCP throwing C�
nCV–v†&÷&†ööBà It tC�´5s 10 minutCW0 C�æ@ is guC�$0ntCT5d to CVæ„0ncCP thCP tC�7D5. WhCVà y
sC�GW$0tCV@ with stCT5l C�æ@ holds thCP sCT0soning. A�0 C� rCW7VÇBÀ thCP non-stick surfC�45 pro
friCV@ stCT0k - yum!StorCP it somCWv„5rCU•ou cC�à storCP thCP pC�à C�àywhCW$5 C�gD5r cooking, but
put C�àything on thCP grill plC�D5 or kCT5p pointCV@ mCWD0l objCV7G0 closCP to it - it cC�à scrC�F6€
should bCP storCV@ in C� plC�45 thC�@ is not dC�×� to C�`oid rust. A�æ@ it shouldn't bCP hot CV—F„5r
propC�ä5 tC�æ²à ThCP frying pC�à cC�à fit in thCP wC�&G&ö$5, but nCWd5r put C�ày objCV7G0 on it. A�æ@



surCP to chCV0k it occC�6–öä0lly to rCVÖðvCP dust.FinC�ÆÇ•, C� fCWp sC�d5ty tips:Don't lCW@ childrCVà
cooking ”BurnCV@ fingCW'0, or worsCRÀ cC�à ruin C�ày fC�Ö–Ç• CWd5nt. So, if you hC�d5 young childrCVâÀ
undCW C�GVÇ@ supCW vision.Do not lCT0vCP C�ày plC�7F–0 bC�w0, contC�–ä5rs or othCW flC�ÖÔ0blCP
firCP hC�¤0rd.Cook outsidCP with sufficiCVç@ vCVçF–Ä0tionThis is to CVç7W$5 sC�d5ty in thCP CWd5nt
noticCVBä–` you smCVÆÀ gC�0, stop cookingCovCW thCP propC�ä5 tC�æ° with C� dC�×� cloth. If you fCT5l
911.prCW�0rC�F–öâÀ mC�–çD5nC�æ45 C�æ@ how to storCP it?PrCW�0rC�F–öà of blC�0kstonCUF„5rCP is
blC�0kstonCP grill: prCW�0ring spicCW0. SCT0soning is C�à CT0sy but vCW y importC�ç@ first stCW�
griddlCRäÖ÷$5 spCV6–f–40lly, thCP spicCP is thCP prCW�0rC�F–öà of stCT5l or cC�7@ iron cookwC�$5
sCT0soning:To covCW thCP vCW745l to prCWd5nt rustTo crCT0tCP C� nC�GW$0l, durC� lCRÀ non-stick
synthCWF–0 coC�F–ærÀ stCT5l C�æ@ cC�7@ iron cC�à bCP sCT0sonCV@ mC�ày timCW0, constC�çFÇ•
sCT0soning thCP pC�âÀ you prCWd5nt it from rusting C�æ@ providCP thCP cookwC�$5 with C� nC�GW$0l,
RCVÔ5mbCW thC�@ sCT0soning is C� continuous procCW70 thC�@ tC�´5s timCP C�æ@ rCW�V—$5s m
glossy blC�0k surfC�45. ThCP morCP you cook C�æ@ sCT0son thCP pC�âÀ thCP morCP non-sticky thCP
instructions, you should:A�gD5r cooking, lCW@ thCP pC�à cool.RCVÖðvCP C�ÆÀ food dCV' is with C� spC�GVÄ0
thick, CWd5n lC�”5r of cooking oil (olivCP oil, vCVt5tC� lCW0, pCT0nuts, CWF2â• To thCP surfC�45 of thCP
somCP wC�D5r into thCP pC�à whilCP it is still wC� m. Hot wC�D5r will fC�6–Æ—D0tCP thCP rCVÖðvC�À of
sprCT0d thCP oil ovCW thCP surfC�45 of thCP pC�âä�llow thCP pC�à to cool C�æ@ storCP in C� cool, dry
usCW0 (blC�0kstonCP sCT0soning & cC�7BÖ—&öà conditionCW or blC�0kstonCP non-stick cooking sprC�•
thCW45 instructions, you will hC�d5 thCP pCW&d5ct, propCW prCW�0rC�F–öà of blC�0kstonCRä6Ä5C�æ–æp
clCT0ning your blC�0kstonCRÀ kCT5p in mind thC�@ thCW$5 C�$5 two mC�–à timCW0 whCVà you nCT5d
C�gD5r CT0ch usCRåF†—0 is thCP first timCP blC�0kstonCP pC�ç0 C�$5 prCR×45C�6öä5d with cooking oil
For this rCT0son, rCVÔ5mbCW thC�@ thCP pC�à soC�� is only usCV@ whCVà it is brC�æ@ nCWp. So, if y
wC�6€ it with C� buckCW@ of soC��y wC�D5r. ThCVà wipCP thCP surfC�45 wC�D5r with C� towCVÀ - oncCP
to dry. ThCVà follow thCP sCT0soning instructions.With CT0ch usCRÀ gCVçFÇ• scrC��5 off with C� spC�GVÄ0
thCP pC�à with C� pC��5r towCVÂà For hC�&@ food rCVÖä0nts, pour hot wC�D5r on thCP surfC�45 of thCP
with C� pC��5r towCVÀ C�æ@ dry complCWD5ly. 1/4 cup tC� lCP sC�Ç@ cC�à C�Ç6ð bCP usCV@ for polishing
sCT0soning instructions for thCP nCW‡@ usCRå7F÷$0gCUF„5 mCWF†ö@ of storing thCP pC�à is CW745ntiC�Âà
built to lC�7@ with stC�–æÄ5ss stCT5l C�æ@ industriC�À grC�D5 mC�D5riC�Ç0. But whCWF„5r it tC�´5s thC�@
cC�$5 of your pC�à in thCP right C�Ö÷VçBà A�æ@ thC�@ cC�$5 stC� ts in thCP right plC�45. If you work outdoors
in C�à CT0sy plC�45. This mCT0ns no cluttCW C�æ@ closCVä5ss to thCP yC�&Bà You should bCP C� lCP
strCW70.
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Introduction what is Blackstone? BlC�0kstonCP Grill FCT0turCW0 Tips A�æ@ Tricks prCW�0rC�F–öâÀ mC�–çD5nC�æ45
storCP it? whC�@ kind of blC�0kstonCP covCW#ð ChickCVà Porto chickCVà stuffCV@ with C�ÆÖöæG0
with C�ÆÖöæG0 C�æ@ gingCW GrillCV@ chickCVà with C���Ä5s, C� ugulC�À C�æ@ pistC�6†–÷0 BC�´5d chic
brC�æG• A�`ocC�Fð gruyCW$5 C�æ@ pCW��5r tortillC�0 with chickCVà Poultry mCT0tbC�ÆÇ0 with cC� bC�t5
with cC�'&÷G0 C�æ@ potC�Fô5s ChickCVà roulC�D5 with mushrooms C�æ@ smokCV@ chCT5sCP ChCVFD0r
burgCW RoC�7@ chickCVà with chCVFD0r chCT5sCP C�æ@ hC�¤5lnuts Club sC�æGv–6„5s with chickCVà
C�æ@ myrtlCP ChickCVà CVvw�Ä0nt C�æ@ swiss chCT5sCV urgCW ClC�76–0 chickCVà mCT0tbC�ÆÇ0
with coconut milk AVæF—d5 C�æ@ fCWD0 chickCVà sC�Ä0d FCVæä5l sCT5ds C�æ@ spicy shC�ÆÆ÷@
sC�Ä0d GrillCV@ chickCVà hCW&'0 ChickCVà thighs in limCP C�æ@ winCP ChickCVà with mC�ævð C�æ@
orC�æt5 C�æ@ spicCW0 GrillCV@ chickCVà with orC�æt5 C�æ@ C�`ocC�Fð ChickCVà stuffCV@ with pCT0rs
chickCVà Pink grC��5fruit chickCVà lCVw0 with limCP C�æ@ honCW• ChickCVà brCT0st with pomCVprC�ä0tCP
mustC�&@ chickCVà Pumpkin sC�V45 C�æ@ chickCVà stuffCV@ with bolCWGW0 SpCV0k C�æ@ chickCVà
tomC�Fð chickCVà mCT0tbC�ÆÇ0 RoC�7@ chickCVà stuffCV@ with goudC� TomC�Fð C�æ@ orC�æt5 chic
zucchini C�æ@ rCV@ onion ChickCVà burgCW with zucchini TurkCW• TurkCW• burgCW'0 with C�`ocC�Fð
briCP C�æ@ spCV0k CC��5rs C�æ@ turkCW• sC�Ä0d with rC�F–66†–ð CC�'&÷G0 grillCV@ turkCW• brCT0st
SC�Ä0d with cucumbCW C�æ@ turkCW• burgCW'0 HonCW• soy sC�V45 C�æ@ turkCW• tomC�Fô5s TurkCW•
rC�p hC�Ð TurkCW• thighs with turmCW ic C�æ@ mustC�&@ TurkCW• C�æ@ pCW��5r sC�Ä0d in mustC�&@
TurkCW• thighs with olivCW0 C�æ@ mint TurkCW• brCT0st in citrus C�æ@ rhubC�& sC�V45 TurkCW• brCT0st
pC�'6Ä5y TurkCW’�7D5w with winCR�0nd thymCR�6öæ6ÇW6–öà
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